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2. Foreword
The level of students’ financial literacy across EU countries is a cause of concern, with as many as 22%
of students performing below Level 2 in financial literacy, which can be considered the baseline level of
proficiency that is required to participate in society. Although 56% of 15-year-olds in participating OECD
countries have a bank account and 19% have a prepaid debit card, alarmingly, only 31% have the skills
to manage a bank account.
European surveys show that young adults have amongst the lowest levels of financial literacy, and this is
reflected by their general inability to choose the right financial products and often a lack of interest in
undertaking sound financial planning. Many young people face financial decisions and as misinformed or
ignorant consumers of complex and sophisticated financial services in Europe, often fall into spirals of
overspending, debt-trap, and wealth erosion.
This project’s objective is to support VET teachers and trainers of young adults ages 15 to 25 years with
quality financial education training tools supported by an online digital database of tools and resources
for financial education, a digital platform for APPs learning using gamification techniques to enhance the
VET teachers and their students in areas of financial budgeting, money management, managing credit,
financial planning, understanding the economy and mastering investment.
This pedagogical handbook is designed for users of the I Don’t Know Erasmus + APPs learning modules
and has been created within the project framework to provide a theoretical as well as practical
educational structure to support users of the web-based applications created. It also includes important
educational material to enable users to learn about the different areas addressed by the project, since
these are often areas that are not fully addressed through the more formal education processes.
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3. Background
In the PISA 2018 survey (Volume IV): Students’ Financial Literacy, across OECD countries and
economies, as many as 22% of students perform below level 2 in financial literacy. Level 2 can be
considered the baseline level of proficiency needed to participate in society. Although 56% of 15-yearolds in participating OECD countries and economies have a bank account and 19% have a prepaid debit
card, yet only 31% have the skills to manage a bank account.
There’s no other place in the world with such a wide range of differences in financial literacy as Europe.
Norway and Sweden (both scoring 71%) are the highest ranking whereas in
Eastern Europe no country east or south of Hungary scores over 50%. European surveys show that
young adults have amongst the lowest levels of financial literacy. This is reflected in their general
inability to choose the right financial products and a lack of interest in undertaking sound financial
planning. Many young people will face financial decisions and if misinformed or ignorant of complex and
sophisticated financial services in Europe, they might fall into spirals of overspending, debt-trap and
wealth erosion.
3.1. Objectives
The project objectives are to support VET teachers and trainers with a quality financial education
supported by an online digital database of tools and resources for financial education, digital platform for
APPs learning to enhance mathematical, digital, entrepreneurship and financial management
competencies. This includes a pedagogical handbook for transferability of the methodology in an
European context.
The Council of the EU adopted on May 22 (2018) a revised recommendation on European Key
Competences (EKC) for lifelong learning. Digital Competence, Intercultural Competence, and
Entrepreneurship Competence have proven valuable for Europe's growth and prosperity.
Mobile European Citizenship and entrepreneurship are at the core of the Europe 2020 Strategy to bring
back growth and higher levels of self-employment. However, self-employment is still far from being
usual, as we mentioned. This European strategy underlines that improving digital skills has an
accelerated impact on entrepreneurship.
Based on these elements, the I DON’T KNOW project proposes innovative tools and methods to
stimulate VET learners' innovation, digital, intercultural, and entrepreneurship competences through
APPs-based learning. A database gathers information and a digital platform to help develop key abilities
and attitudes to promote entrepreneurship. And it encourages the development of digital skills by
proposing a methodology to work on these skills in groups or individually.
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4.

Introduction to project I DON’T KNOW

The project I DON'T KNOW „Innovative Development Of New Training for Knowledge of Navigating
Options of Wealthmanagement“ serves the needs of VET teachers and trainers for providing a quality
financial education by developing innovative digital tools and learning-by-doing methodology to enhance
mathematical, digital, entrepreneurship and financial management competencies through APPs-based
learning.
4.1. OBJECTIVES
This project has developed an innovative digital platform for training via APPs that will support VET
teachers to receive training on different topics as well as to reinforce their key competencies. The
training via APPs covers the relevant information related to financial literacy. Also, the APPs provide
learning content that reinforces critical knowledge and helps to develop mathematical, digital and
management skills. In modern times, the above mentioned are key life skills. Thus, the APPs have a
double function since they provide training as well as relevant information. I DON’T KNOW project aims
to support VET teachers and trainers with digital tools and methods to stimulate VET learners'
innovation, digital and financial competences through APPs-based learning.
The specific objective of the project I DON'T KNOW is to support VET teachers and trainers with a
quality financial education supported by innovative digital tools and
learning-by-doing methodology to enhance mathematical, digital, entrepreneurship and financial
management competencies through APPs-based learning. This includes
●
●
●

Identify and address specific needs of young EU citizens in financial literacy
Create digital learning platform offering quality financial education for improving money management
competence
Develop a pedagogical handbook for transferability in an European context.

4.2. TARGET BENEFICIARIES
This project is aimed at two target groups:
●
●

VET teachers and trainers responsible for mathematical, digital and entrepreneurship education and
training.
Young persons of Europe, 15 to 25 years, with minimum EQF level B1 in host language and having
basic digital skills.

Six partners from Austria, Malta, Denmark, Finland and two Croatian partners - with strong expertise
in financial literacy, counselling, and VET systems- have worked together developing the following
project results:
●
●
●
●

Intellectual Output 1: online digital database of good practices, tools and resources for financial
education
Intellectual Output 2: conceptualisation and creation of modular training curriculum based on
European Key Competencies (EKC)
Intellectual Output 3: digital training platform for learning via APPs for financial education
Intellectual Output 4: I DON’T KNOW pedagogical handbook
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This present document, the I DON’T KNOW pedagogical handbook, Intellectual Output 4 of the project,
curriculum guidelines for certification (based on EQF and ECVET), a TRAINER KIT and a TRAINEE
KIT.
I DON'T KNOW is innovative, because it is creating a sustainable, needs-oriented FINANCIAL
LITERACY AND COMPETENCE TRAINING (digital, entrepreneurship and mathematical competences)
program for young persons in Europe using a digital training via APPs for enhancing skills of managing
money, analysing effective credit costs, fundamental principles of investment, consumer rights along with
a handbook for replication of methodology. The pedagogical strategy of blended-learning, using ICT
framework in a digital era, is an innovative element of I DON'T KNOW. Moreover, innovation lies in the
use of gamification for serious learning, which enables self-directed pace of learning with Apps with total
flexibility of Time-Space-Speed of learning.
The European relevance of the online digital database allows it to be adapted to country cultural context,
supporting active learning and reflection and
fostering cognitive development.
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5. I DON’T KNOW Project Partners
The consortium included partners from five European countries – Malta, Austria, Denmark, Finland and
Croatia – who have strong expertise in the main topics addressed in the project, i.e., VET innovation,
entrepreneurship education, financial education, mathematical and digital competence, as well as the
use of new technologies for training. Malta Stock Exchange Institute Ltd. was the leading partner, but all
partners contributed greatly at each step of the project.
5.1. PARTNER 1: MALTA
Name of the
Organisation

Malta Stock Exchange Institute Ltd (MSEI)

Country

Valletta (Malta)

Description

MSE Institute is the educational arm of the Malta
Stock Exchange and conducts over 90 courses
annually with an annual total attendance of over
1,350 persons. MSE Institute constantly assesses
its performance through feedback and updates its course
curriculum in line with market needs. MSEI brings direct sector
expertise as well as a unique opportunity of offering investor
education in the complex financial mechanisms of the equity and
bond investment markets for wealth generation.

Fields of expertise

●
●

●

enhanced the level of financial education in Malta
courses on various topics and levels of financial knowledge:
capital market, financial services, financial management,
Blockchain, cyber security, …
distribution of financial courses to schools and local councils
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5.2. PARTNER 2: AUSTRIA
Name of the
Organisation

KIST Consult e.U. (KIST)

Country

Austria (Klagenfurt)

Description

Kist Consult is a private company, specialised in
development, marketing and transfer of national
and international educational, vocational education
and training projects. Moreover, KIST offers
solutions within the Human Resources development sector.

Fields of Expertise

●
●
●
●

Entrepreneurship education
Technical and Vocational Education and Training
Intercultural learning
Information and Communication Technologies
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5.3. PARTNER 3: DENMARK
Name of the
Organisation

International Business College (IBC)

Country

Kolding (Denmark)

Description

IBC is Denmark’s 5 largest VET providers and has
15,000 students. The SIMU Learning of IBC develops
educational and online business simulation systems, a
hands-on environment that gives the students a
chance to understand and use curriculum theories in
practice. Through this work IBC SIMU centre plays a central role in
VET education in Denmark and has trained over 1,000 teachers.
They are essential for multiplicator dissemination as well as training
development.

Fields of Expertise

●
●
●

expert in online learning by combining vocational theory with
practical work.
in-depth knowledge of VET legislation, trainers needs and
competencies and VET curricula
continuous training of VET trainers, teachers, employees (law of
education, leadership, organisation, business administration,
project management, strategy,…)
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5.4. PARTNER 4: FINLAND
Name of the
Organisation

Ålands yrkesgymnasium (ÅYG)

Country

Mariehamn (Finland)

Description

ÅYG is the only school offering vocational
education in Åland. The vocational school is
organised in three units – technical unit, care and
pedagogical unit and service (business, IT, hotel and restaurant)
unit. The majority of the students are in the age between 15 and 19.
ÅYG has adult students in the fields of business, economical skills
and health care. ÅYG also provides training courses for
professionals.

Fields of Expertise

●
●
●

experience with Erasmus +
knowledge for teaching economical and other business related
skills
200 students and 30 personnel for piloting the material and the
methods developed in the project
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5.5. PARTNER 5: CROATIA
Name of the
Organisation

Obrtna tehnička škola (OTS)

Country

Split (Croatia)

Description

The school accomplishes the activity of secondary
education. It performs the curricula in the three-year
period in the areas of work: mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering and processing wood. Since
2018/2019 we have had the special class for the
students with intellectual disabilities. The school also implements
curriculum in retraining, training and education, and adult education
as well.

Fields of Expertise

●
●
●
●

experience with lots of Erasmus + projects (since 2015)
Erasmus+ VET Ambassadors for Croatia (2018)
host for mobilities from different European countries
involved in numerous projects at the local and state level
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5.6. PARTNER 6: CROATIA
Name of the
Organisation

Poljoprivredno šumarska škola Vinkovci (PSSV)

Country

Vinkovci (Croatia)

Description

PSSV offers training in farming, cattle breeding,
fruit, and wine growing, floriculture, gardening,
forestry, agriculture machinery. At PSSV learning by doing is
integrated and a part of the training (gaining practice in family
farms). The students are between 15 and 19 years and there is
adult education as well. The school also educates a group of
students with special needs and it is adjusted to students with
physical disabilities. Ecological production, development and usage
of sustainable energy sources play a central role.

Fields of Expertise

●
●
●
●

participated in different EU funded and national projects
nomination of regional centre of competence for the field of
agriculture (2018)
cooperative “Agro” where students are involved in production,
packaging and sale of agricultural products
Learning by doing
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6. Timeline of the project
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7. European Key Competences
The notion of "key competences" refers to The European Reference Framework for Key
Competences for Lifelong Learning (European Commission, 2018a) which sets the context for
the development of key competences for lifelong learning.
Competences are defined here as a combination of knowledge, skills, and attitudes appropriate
to the context. Key competences are those which all individuals need for personal fulfilment and
development, active citizenship, social inclusion, and employment.
The Reference framework of the Official Journal of the European Union 4.6.2018 sets out eight
key competences:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Literacy competence
Multilingual competence
Mathematical competence and competence in science, technology, and engineering
Digital competence
Personal, social, and learning to learn competence
Citizenship competence
Entrepreneurship competence
Cultural awareness and expression competences

This definition of key competences stems from the need to establish a common framework for
making recommendations. Thus, the proposals aim to promote the necessary measures to
enable adults to develop their skills further to meet the labour market's expectations, becoming
increasingly diversified through/due to technology. In fact, in the first report in 2006, the
recommendations paper underlined the "gap between the levels of education required by new
jobs and the levels of education achieved by the European workforce." Hence the importance of
proposing tools and dynamics that promote the capacity of individuals in their daily training.
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8. Creation of an Online Digital Database
The Online Digital Database consists of a compilation of cutting-edge practices, projects,
policies, methodologies, pedagogical approaches, resources, and tools and resources
supporting financial literacy. The database will facilitate digital and open learning and is adapted
to the country's cultural context, supporting active learning and reflection and fostering cognitive
development.
8.1. Data Categories
The database includes 150 data items - 125 regional and national items from each partner
country (Finland, Austria, Malta, Denmark and Croatia) and 25 data items at the international
level. Categories are classified in the following five categories: Good practices (examples of
good or best practices and case studies related with the field of the project), Projects (local,
regional, national or European projects related with the field of the project), Policy papers
(guidelines, recommendations, legal regulations, regional or national plans, public strategies,
publications from forums or conferences, related with the field of the project), Methodologies
and pedagogical approaches, Tools and resources (Video, audio, text document, online library,
Webpage, map, list of resources, etc. related with the field of the project).
8.2. Peer review
To ensure the quality of the entries, we relied upon a strict peer-review process. Once the data
sets were identified and gathered by each partner, we carried out an in-depth peer review of the
data. The purpose of this review was
● to verify that the data unit belonged to the correct category,
● to avoid any duplicities and mistakes,
● to ensure that the provided links and website were functional.
Good to know: As the links belong to a third party, it is possible that a particular link that was
functional at the time of review and creation, may not be functional at a later date.
Please click on the following link to access the Online Digital Database. The database is
available in all languages on the website – English, Danish, Swedish, Croatian and German.
1. This link leads to the English database.
https://www.project-idontknow.com/digital-database/
2. Choose the preferred category e.g. good practices where you can find different sources.
3. Click on the source of interest and you will find a description and the link to the original (third
party) website/document.
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9. Modular Curriculum for Financial Literacy
Aims of the Training
“I DON’T KNOW” digital training content’s framework was developed with a view to helping the
target market to understand the basics of the principles of financial management and therefore
be able to take financially responsible decisions as a result of a higher degree of financial
literacy.
The course is structured across 6 modules, which will each address different and useful aspects
of the financial world. The 6 courses are:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Financial budgeting
Money management
Managing credit
Financial planning
Understanding economy
Mastering investment.

The aim of these courses is to enable users to get a working knowledge of each individual
subject, such that the end result will be that they will be able to manage their finances and plan
their financial position, understand how to create and manage a budget, manage credit and the
obligations and consequences of doing so, know how the economy works and finally,
understand how the investment world works, why and how we should invest for the future, and
the different asset classes that exist within the investment environment.
Each training module can be run on a stand-alone basis, but will ideally be run in numerical
sequence, and after the user has read and understood the training guide that helps users toi
understand each subject area’s learning concepts.
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10. Digital platform for learning via APPs
The project I DON’T KNOW follows an innovative approach of blended learning via APPs on
the digital platform, which was developed specifically for the learning of European Key
Competences.
10.1. Learning Modules based on the European Qualification Framework
Based on the complexity, range and the level of learning expected from trainees, I DON’T
KNOW Qualification descriptor was settled at the European Qualification Framework (EQF)
Level 4 and EQF-level for languages: A2/B1 allowing, depending on each country needs, the
further development into a higher qualification level.
The learning curriculum is designed and developed for trainees with a minimum language
competence of EQF level A2/B1.
Moreover, the knowledge content is structured into six modules that are interconnected as well
as complementary. Thus, the six modules are (A) Financial Budgeting, (B) Money Management,
(C) Managing Credit, (D) Financial Planning, (E) Understanding economy and (F) Mastering
investment.
10.2. Gamification
The pedagogical approach of “game-based learning” makes it educational as well as
entertaining. The learning methodology is “learning by doing” and self-directive, in fact there is
minimum need for a trainer´s intervention. The learner experience as well as motivation is
enhanced by inducing a sense of winning or achievement.
„The Definition of Game Based Learning: The most common definition of Game-based learning
refers to the borrowing of certain gaming principles and applying them to real-life settings to
engage users” (Trybus 2015). This “allows students to engage with educational materials in a
playful and dynamic way.”
(Pho, A., & Dinscore, A. (2015). Game-based learning. Tips and Trends. Plass, J. L., Homer, B.
D., & Kinzer, C. K. (2015). Foundations of game-based learning. Educational Psychologist,
50(4), 258-283.)
10.3. The profile of I DON’T KNOW Trainer
I DON’T KNOW trainers must exhibit the following core competences:
●
●
●
●
●

Intercultural competence: the ability to interact with individuals and groups from other
cultures successfully and appropriately.
Entrepreneurial competence: the ability to convert an idea into a business start-up within the
established economic and legal framework.
Emotional competence: the basis for successful intercultural communication is emotional
skills and cultural sensitivity.
Digital competence: the ability to use the internet, e-Learning tools and use multimedia
facilities.
Social competence: includes personal skills and attitudes that will support social interaction
in culturally diverse groups.
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10.4. The profile of I DON’T KNOW Trainee
An I DON’T KNOW trainee is a young person from Europe, 15 to 25 years, with minimum EQF
level in host language A2/B1 and having basic digital skills.
●
●
●

Gender: male, female or diverse
Basic IT skills: a necessary prerequisite, Internet, Laptop/Computer
Learning need: mathematical, digital, entrepreneurship and financial management

10.5. I DON’T KNOW offers the following elements for the training:
● Digital components (in all languages):
o Online digital database of good practices, tools and resources for financial education
https://www.project-idontknow.com/digital-database/
(example in English)
o The web-based infrastructure on the project website:
https://project-idontknow.com/#apps-and-training
(example in English)
o Animated video 1 – Introduction
https://videos.files.wordpress.com/kVYLURyL/idk-video-1-intro-en-new.mp4
(example in English)
o Animated video 2 – Instruction
https://videos.files.wordpress.com/r7xcS1Cm/idk-video-2-instructions-en-new.mp4
(example in English)
●

Analog components on the website (in all languages):
o Training Curriculum
o Pedagogical Handbook
o Teaching guides (you will find them connected to each learning unit)

10.6. Animation Videos:
An important aspect of the I DON’T KNOW strategy is the focus on self-directed learning, as
demonstrated by the two I DON’T KNOW animated videos. These videos are available in 5
languages and introduce the project I DON’T KNOW as well as the process of using the digital
platform. These animation videos are available in English, Danish, Swedish, German and
Croatian.
In addition to digital learning via apps, animated videos are a supplement to the expansion of
the digital learning offer. The learner experiences an appealing form of information presentation
both acoustically and visually. You can find them when you visit the website.
10.7. Video 1: Introduction
The concept of the project is explained through an animation video (1) that is available in
English on the website and all project languages – Danish, Swedish, Croatian and German.
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Here is the link, which brings you to the video 1 in English
https://videos.files.wordpress.com/kVYLURyL/idk-video-1-intro-en-new.mp4

10.8. Video 2: Instruction
Similarly, the process of game based learning via APPs is explained through an animation video
that is available in English on the website and all project languages – Danish, Swedish,
Croatian and German.

Here is the link, which brings you to the video 2 in English
https://videos.files.wordpress.com/r7xcS1Cm/idk-video-2-instructions-en-new.mp4
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10.9. The learning APPs
The I DON’T KNOW digital platform for learning via APPs based on a gamification process.
There are six learning units:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Unit A - Financial budgeting
Unit B - Money management
Unit C - Managing credit
Unit D - Financial planning
Unit E - Understanding economy
Unit F - Mastering investment.

The six modules each consist of seven APPs – in total 42 APPs. Each module covers a
different focus of financial education, and every APP addresses a different focus. All 42 APPs
are available in English, Danish, Swedish, German and Croatian.
In the matrix overview below the 42 English APPs are listed.
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IDK Training Matrix – Overview

Themes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A2_IDK
Understanding
budgeting

A4_IDK
A3_IDK IncomeSuccessful
expenditure
budget

A5_IDK
A6_IDK
Characteristics
Incomes and
of financial
Expenses
goals

A7_IDK Budget
rules

B5_Test your
money IQ

B7_Profit
decreasing/incr
easing

A. Financial
Budgeting

A1_IDK Business
management

B. Money
Management

B1_Terms and
calculations

B2_Key terms

B3_Saving and B4_Talking
investment
about money

C. Managing
Credit

C1_Loan and risk

C2_Types of Loans

C3_Credit
calculations

C4_Terminologi C5_Consequen C6_Understandi
C7_Calculation
es
ces of debt
ng debt

D1_Terminology

D2_financial
surplus &
requirement

D3_Business
plan Start up

D4_Income and D5_Types of
expenditure
funding

D6_Time
related
transactions

E2_What is
economy?

E3_Public and
private sector

E4_Taxes

E5_Currency

E6_Banks and E7_Elementary
money
terms

F5_Market
influences,
funds and
returns on
investment

F6_Portfolio and
F7_Bonds and
investment
Equities
strategy

D. Financial
Planning

E. Understanding E1_Employment
Economy
and the economy

F. Mastering
Investment

F1_Basics of
investment

F2_Elementary
terms

F3_Strategy of F4_Value,
investment
growth, risk

B6_Money
matters

D7_Expense
management
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10.9.1 Module A. Financial Budgeting
The module on Financial Budgeting includes APPs to learn about business management, helps
to understand budgeting and budget rules and is adapted to the uniqueness of each partner
country.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

EN_A1_IDK_FINANCIAL BUDGETING – Business management - Millionaire Game
EN_A2_IDK_FINANCIAL BUDGETING – Understanding budgeting - Group assignment
EN_A3_IDK_FINANCIAL BUDGETING – Income – expenditure – Group Puzzle
EN_A4_IDK_FINANCIAL BUDGETING – Successful budget - Cloze text
EN_A5_IDK_FINANCIAL BUDGETING – Characteristics of financial goals - Group
assignment
EN_A6_IDK_FINANCIAL BUDGETING – Incomes and Expenses - Matching Pairs
EN_A7_IDK_FINANCIAL BUDGETING – Budget rules - Group assignment
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10.9.2 Module B. Money Management
The module on Money Management includes APPs that inform about the key terms and
calculations of money management, saving and investment and is adapted to the uniqueness of
each partner country.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

EN_B1_IDK_MONEY MANAGEMENT – Terms and calculations - Millionaire Game
EN_B2_IDK_MONEY MANAGEMENT – Key terms - Matching Pairs
EN_B3_IDK_MONEY MANAGEMENT – Saving and investment - Group assignment
EN_B4_IDK_MONEY MANAGEMENT – Talking about money - Cloze text
EN_B5_IDK_MONEY MANAGEMENT – Test your money IQ - Multiple Choice Quiz
EN_B6_IDK_MONEY MANAGEMENT – Money matters - Group Puzzle
EN_B7_IDK_MONEY MANAGEMENT – Profit decreasing/increasing - Group assignment
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10.9.3 Module C. Managing Credit
The module on Managing Credit includes APPs that help to understand types of loans, loan and
risks, debts and its consequences and is adapted to the uniqueness of each partner country.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

EN_C1_IDK_MANAGING CREDIT – Loan and risk - Matching Pairs
EN_C2_IDK_MANAGING CREDIT – Types of Loans - Multiple Choice Quiz
EN_C3_IDK_MANAGING CREDIT – Credit calculations - Multiple Choice Quiz
EN_C4_IDK_MANAGING CREDIT – Terminologies - Millionaire Game
EN_C5_IDK_MANAGING CREDIT – Consequences of debt - Group assignment
EN_C6_IDK_MANAGING CREDIT – Understanding debt - Millionaire Game
EN_C7_IDK_MANAGING CREDIT – Calculation - Matching Pairs on Images
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10.9.4 Module D. Financial Planning
The module on Financial Planning includes APPs that explain revenues, expenses, balance and
a business plan and is adapted to the uniqueness of each partner country.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

EN_D1_IDK_FINANCIAL PLANNING – Terminology – Cloze text
EN_D2_IDK_FINANCIAL PLANNING – financial surplus & requirement - Group assignment
EN_D3_IDK_FINANCIAL PLANNING – Business plan Start up – Matching Pairs on Images
EN_D4_IDK_FINANCIAL PLANNING – Income and expenditure - Matching Matrix
EN_D5_IDK_FINANCIAL PLANNING – Types of funding - Group assignment
EN_D6_IDK_FINANCIAL PLANNING – Time related transactions - Group assignment
EN_D7_IDK_FINANCIAL PLANNING – Expense management - Multiple Choice Quiz
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10.9.5 Module E. Understanding Economy
The module on Understanding Economy includes APPs that inform about the elementary terms
of economy, taxes, currency and banks and money and is adapted to the uniqueness of each
partner country.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

EN_E1_IDK_UNDERSTANDING ECONOMY – Employment and the economy - Multiple
Choice
EN_E2_IDK_UNDERSTANDING ECONOMY – What is economy? - Matching Pairs
EN_E3_IDK_UNDERSTANDING ECONOMY – Public and private sector - Group
assignment
EN_E4_IDK_UNDERSTANDING ECONOMY – Taxes - Matching Pairs
EN_E5_IDK_UNDERSTANDING ECONOMY – Currency - Matching Pairs
EN_E6_IDK_UNDERSTANDING ECONOMY – Banks and money – Matching Pairs
EN_E7_IDK_UNDERSTANDING ECONOMY – Elementary terms – Matching Pairs
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10.9.6 Module F. Mastering Investment
The module on Mastering Investment includes APPs help to learn about elementary terms and
strategies of investment, what are bonds and equities and how to build an investment portfolio
and is adapted to the uniqueness of each partner country.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

EN_F1_IDK_MASTERING INVESTMENT – Basics of investment - Millionaire Game
EN_F2_IDK_MASTERING INVESTMENT – Elementary terms - Millionaire Game
EN_F3_IDK_MASTERING INVESTMENT – Strategy of investment - Multiple Choice Quiz
EN_F4_IDK_MASTERING INVESTMENT – Value, growth, risk - Multiple Choice Quiz
EN_F5_IDK_MASTERING INVESTMENT – Market influences, funds and returns on
investment - Multiple Choice Quiz
EN_F6_IDK_MASTERING INVESTMENT – Portfolio and investment strategy - Millionaire
Game
EN_F7_IDK_MASTERING INVESTMENT – Bonds and Equities - Multiple Choice Quiz
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10.9.7 Interfaces of the 42 APPs:
The following table describes the different types/interfaces as examples in English of learning
applications used. The images in the table provide an insight into how the apps with the
described interface can look.
APPS-Interface

Description
Answer questions in
increasing levels of
difficulty.

Interface
Millionaire
game

With this template 2-4 Group
groups are defined, to assignment
which elements must
be assigned.
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Group-Puzzle: The
Group puzzle
pieces of a puzzle
must be assigned to
topics. Each
successful assignment
will uncover a part of
an underlying image
or video.

The missing words in Cloze text
the conversation/text
must be found

With this template
Matching
texts, images,
Pairs
audio clips and videos
must be assigned
pairwise.
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With this template
Matching
texts, images, audio Pairs on
clips and videos must images
be assigned pairwise
to marks on an image.

Drag and drop cards Matching
into a table with up to matrix
five columns.

Classical multipleMultiple
choice quiz with
Choice Quiz
multimedia elements.
Multiple answers can
be correct.
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11. Tailor-made training program
I DON’T KNOW Approach to creating a tailor-made program is explained in this part.
In the framework of the I DON'T KNOW project, the definition of a tailor-made training
programme is connected with recognition of competences via EQF.
The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is a European-wide qualifications framework
which joins the qualifications of different EU members together. In a way, it is a translation of
different national qualifications which makes qualifications in different EU countries easier to
understand.
Learning outcomes are defined in the Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the establishment of the EQF as “statements of what a learner knows, understands
and is able to do on comple-tion of a learning process, and which are defined in terms of
knowledge, skills and competence”. Learning outcomes are usually developed as a part of the
process of designing and building qualifications, and can be achieved, by individual learners,
through various different learning pathways, modes of delivery and learning contexts (formal,
non-formal and informal).
11.1. How to design a tailor-made training programme?
Tailor-made courses are designed to take account of particular learner characteristics or
requirements.
Individual needs (sometimes called subjective needs) are the needs that the learner
experiences in the language learning situation. Accordingly, they have to do with factors like
attitude and motivation, learning style, learning aptitude, and learning skills. Attitude and
motivation may well receive a positive boost if the course in question is based on an adequately
detailed analysis of learners’ objective needs, because that helps to ensure a clear learning
purpose. But those subjective needs that have to do with the learning process itself can only
emerge as the course proceeds. In other words, whereas an analysis of learners’ objective
needs provides a basis for programme planning, eliciting, and responding to subjective needs is
a task for the teacher. Because subjective needs change as learning progresses, responding to
them is a never-ending task.

1

Understand goals and identify learning
objectives

2

Training needs analysis (questionnaire,
focus group…)

3

Development of tailor-made training
solutions

4

Experiential learning and training delivery

The obvious next step is to determine how
to organise instruction to involve
co-operation during intake and in the
lessons. Arranging customisation according
to the learning objectives of course
participants requires that intake procedures
focus on identifying these learning
objectives, organising the learning path so
that it corresponds to them and ensuring the
availability of appropriate teaching materials
for pursuing them.
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12. The structure of the training and evaluation:
●
●
●
●
●

Learning duration
Learning activities/units/modules/training hours
Learning composition
Content of the training
Possible results and products

12.1.

Learning duration:

Weeks

Personal contact
with Trainer (hours)

Week 1

1

Self-Learning with web
resources (hours)

Sum
(hours)

2,5

3,5

2,0

2,0

2,5

3,5

2,0

2,0

2,5

3,5

Week 6

2,0

2,0

Week 7

1,0

1,0

0,5

2,0

2,5

3,5

16,5

20

Week 2
Week 3

1

Week 4
Week 5

Week 8

1

12.2. Workshop - learning activities/units/training hours:
Good to know: The time proposed is indicative and the actual time required may vary.
The workshop with the trainer is the blended learning part and is structured in 3,5 hours of
training.
The entire workshop process is summarised through a set of activities, which necessitate an
active engagement of each participant in collaborative learning by doing. That is a conscious
strategy to shift from the cognitive to experiential.
●

The pedagogical processes of the workshop are based upon reflection, appreciative inquiry,
bared dialogues, collaborative, and active engagement. The highlight of peer-group-learning
is the sharing of real-life experiences and individual success stories that motivate and
enhance team performance.

●

Innovation and creation are lived and experienced during all workshop sessions.

●

It is a learning journey of self-directed discovery and commitment for Lifelong learning
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13. Examination and Certification
Once the students are ready for certification, there are two options for you as a teacher:
1. You can choose one app per learning unit as an examination (6 apps in total) and issue the
certificate (SKILLS CARD see annex) if the chosen apps have been solved successfully by
the students.
2. You can use one of the two Examinations 1 or 2 on the Website. (To get there: Click on
APPS & TRAINING on the I DON’T KNOW website, press the YELLOW Button called “Go on
a game-based journey for the certificate” and then you can choose between examination 1 or
2). Please fix an examination schedule with your students.
The students must solve the 6 apps one after the other. The second app is therefore only
unlocked after app one has been solved correctly, etc. If all apps have been solved
successfully, the apps are marked with green checkmarks. Thereupon you can issue the
certificate (SKILLS CARD, see Annex) to the students.
(Cauton: The examination progress is not saved when the entire tab with the examination is
closed).
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14.

I DON’T KNOW – Curriculum, Training, EQF and Certification

One of the main aims of the I DON'T KNOW project is to reach an equal standard of
qualifications in intercultural entrepreneurship, to promote the mobility of persons and thus
promote a European mobility area for VET learning. Therefore, the I DON’T KNOW
Curriculum was developed using an approach based on Learning Outcomes and was guided
by EU frameworks such as EQF.
Based on the complexity, range and the level of learning expected from trainees, I DON’T
KNOW Qualification descriptor was settled (at least) at the European Qualification Framework
(EQF) Level 4 and EQF-level for languages: A2/B1. This allows, depending on each country's
needs, a possibility for further development into a higher qualification level.
14.1. EQF: European Qualification Framework - common reference levels for languages
The Common European Framework divides learners into three broad divisions that can be
divided into six levels; for each level, it describes what a learner is supposed to be able to do in
reading, listening, speaking, and writing. These descriptors can apply to any of the languages
spoken in Europe, and there are translations in many languages. These levels are:
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level group

level group
name

level level name

Description:
●

A1

Breakthrough or
beginner

●

●
A

Basic User

●

A2

Way stage or
elementary

●
●
●

B1

B

Threshold or
intermediate

Independent
User

●
●
●
●

B2

Vantage or upper
intermediate

●
●

Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic phrases
aimed at the satisfaction of needs of a concrete type.
Can introduce him/herself and others and can ask and answer questions about
personal details such as where he/she lives, people he/she knows and things he/she
has.
Can interact in a simple way provided the other person talks slowly and clearly and is
prepared to help.
Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of most
immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family information, shopping, local
geography, employment).
Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange
of information on familiar and routine matters.
Can describe in simple terms aspects of his/her background, immediate environment
and matters in areas of immediate need.
Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar matters regularly
encountered in work, school, leisure, etc.
Can deal with most situations likely to arise while travelling in an area where the
language is spoken.
Can produce simple connected text on topics that are familiar or of personal interest.
Can describe experiences and events, dreams, hopes, and ambitions and briefly give
reasons and explanations for opinions and plans.
Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete and abstract topics,
including technical discussions in his/her field of specialisation.
Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction
with native speakers quite possible without strain for either party.
Can produce clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects and explain a viewpoint
on a topical issue giving the advantages and disadvantages of diverse options.
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●

C1

C

●

Effective
Operational
Proficiency or
advanced

●
●

Proficient User

C2

14.2.

●
●

Mastery or
proficiency

●

Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and recognize implicit
meaning.
Can express ideas fluently and spontaneously without much obvious searching for
expressions.
Can use language flexibly and effectively for social, academic, and professional
purposes.
Can produce clear, well-structured, detailed text on complex subjects, showing
controlled use of organisational patterns, connectors, and cohesive devices.
Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read.
Can summarise information from different spoken and written sources, reconstructing
arguments, and accounts in a coherent presentation.
Can express him/herself spontaneously, very fluently and precisely, differentiating
finer shades of meaning even in the most complex situations.

EQF QUALIFICATIONS DESCRIPTOR

Levels of
Qualification
1

2

3

Knowledge

Skills

General basic skills for accomplish a
simple task
Basic cognitive and practical skills
needed for the application of the
Basic factual knowledge in a adequate information to the
working/study area
accomplishment of tasks and current
problem solving through simple rules
and instruments
General basic knowledge

knowledge of facts,
principles, processes, and

Competencies
Work/study under direct supervision in a
structured context

Work/study under direct supervision with some
autonomy

Range of cognitive and practical skills Taking responsibility for executing tasks in a
necessary for the task accomplishment study/work area. Adapt the behaviour to
and problem solving through selection circumstances to solve problems
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general concepts in a
study/work area

and application of instruments,
materials, and basic information

4

Manage own work within the guidelines
established in the context of study/work, usually
Factual and theoretical
Range of cognitive and practical skills
predictable but liable to change. Supervise the
knowledge in broad contexts necessary for the conceiving for specific
routine work of third parts and taking
within a field of study/work problem solving in a study/work area
responsibilities in terms of evaluation and activity
improvements in study/work contexts

5

Comprehensive, expertise,
factual and theoretical
Broad range of cognitive and practical
knowledge in a study/work skills for conceiving creative solutions
area and awareness of the for abstract problems
knowledge limits

Manage and supervise in study/work contexts
subject to unpredictable changes. Revise and
develop the thirds development

6

Deep knowledges for a
specific study/work area
which demands a critical
comprehension of theories
and principles

Advanced skills which show proficiency
and innovation for complex and
unpredictable problem solving in a
study/work specialised area

Management complex technical or professional
activities or projects, taking the responsibility for
decision making in unpredictable study/work
contexts. Taking responsibilities in management
for individual, professional and collective
development

7

Highly specialized
knowledge, some of them
are in the forefront of some
study/work knowledge,
which underpin the capacity
for original thinking

Specialized skills for problem solving in
terms of investigation and innovation, to
develop new knowledges and
procedures to integrate them in different
areas

Manage and transform study/work complex and
unpredictable contexts which demand new
strategies. Taking responsibility to contribute to
new knowledges and professional practices
and/or review the strategic team performances

8

The most advanced and specialize
Cutting-edge knowledges at techniques, including synthesis and
the forefront in a study/work evaluation skills, necessary to solve
area and in the
critical problems in the investigation and
interconnection of areas
innovation areas, for the redefinition of
the existing professional practices

Demonstrate a considerable level of authority,
innovation, autonomy, scientific and professional
integrity and assume a sustained commitment
regarding the development of innovative ideas or
processes in the forefront of study/work contexts,
including the investigation field
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14.3. Duration and Credits - I DON’T KNOW Training
The whole content for a training for level 4 for outcomes (EQF-level for languages: A2/B1) will be
20 hours.

Content

UNIT A

Financial Budgeting

3,5

UNIT B

Money Management

3,5

Level 4

UNIT B

Managing Credit

3,5

Level 4

UNIT D

Financial Planning

3,5

Level 4

UNIT E

Understanding Economy

3,5

Level 4

UNIT F

Mastering Investment

2,5

Level 4

TOTAL

14.4.

Hours

EQF-Level
outcome

UNITS

Level 4

EQF-Level Training for
Language
A2/B1

A2/B1
A2/B1
A2/B1
A2/B1
A2/B1

20

Training Curriculum for I DON’T KNOW Curriculum structure - Learning units

This modular training curriculum is aimed at EQF level 4 and is developed for VET teachers and
trainers responsible for financial education and training.
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15. Elements included in the Curriculum
1. Aim
Overall description of the purpose, intention, or objective of the Learning Unit.
2. Performance Criteria
Standards by which an individual is considered competent in each particular Learning Unit.
That is, a very brief description of those actions an individual need to demonstrate in the
required filed of competence after completion of the Learning Unit.
3. Learning Outcomes
Statements of what an individual should know, understand and/or be able to do at the end of a
learning process. Learning outcomes are divided into:
●

Knowledge
Collection of facts, principles, theories, and practices related to the field of studies or
professional activity

●

Skills
Ability to apply knowledge and use the acquired resources to complete tasks and solve
problems. It may be cognitive (use of logical, intuitive, or creative thinking) or practical
(implying manual skill and the use of methods, materials, tools and instruments)

●

Competences
Ability to develop tasks and solve problems of a higher or lower degree of complexity and
different degrees of autonomy and responsibility

I DON’T KNOW Training Curriculum is aimed at EQF level 4

Qualification level

Knowledge

Skills

Competencies

Level 4

Factual and
theoretical
knowledge in
broad contexts
within a field of
work or study.

A range of cognitive
and practical skills
required to generate
solutions to specific
problems in a field of
work or study.

Exercise self-management
within the guidelines of
work or study contexts that
are usually predictable but
are subject to change.
Supervise the routine work
of others, taking some
responsibility for the
evaluation and
improvement of work or
study activities.

4. External Resources
Set of available resources which may help to achieve the foreseen actions
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15.1. Learning Outcomes
15.1.1. Learning Unit 1 - Financial Budgeting
Aim
Introducing concepts of basic financial budgeting - how and why to create a budget, adjust
financial goals and understand importance and meaning of basic concepts such as income,
expenditure, net cash point etc.
Performance Criteria
To demonstrate fundamental theoretical and practical knowledge in basic financial
budgeting.
Familiarisation with basic financial budgeting principles, process, and skills.

S1. Summarize steps to
create a budget
S2. Calculate net cash
flow
S3. Compare and
contrast real and
nominal value, classify
expenditure (fixed and
variable) and its sources
S4. Identify strategies to
create short and longterm budgeting and
apply principles of
flexibility

Competences

K1. Demonstrate basic
understanding of the
reasons for budgeting
and the steps needed to
create a budget
K2. Define concepts of
income, expenditure,
regular and
extraordinary
expenditure, net cash
flow and main principles
of budgeting
K3. Distinguish between
one’s wants and needs
K4. Demonstrate
understanding of the
importance of short and
long-term planning

Skills

Knowledge

LEARNING OUTCOMES
C1. Create a clear
personal and business
budget plan, applying
flexibility and
adjustment principles
C2. Manage the budget
by applying short and
long-term planning,
considering regular and
extraordinary unplanned
expenses and net cash
flow
C3. Develop strategies
for avoiding overindebtedness
C4. Simplify
achievement of financial
goals
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15.1.2. Learning Unit 2 - Money Management
Aim
Introducing concepts of money management to learners. They will learn basics about money and
liquidity, holding the cash, having a credit in bank account, find out how to use bank account for
saving and spending money through checking account or credit card. They will learn about
financial instruments and transfer payments as well as basics on managing personal budget.
Performance Criteria
To demonstrate fundamental theoretical and practical knowledge in money management.
Familiarisation with money management principles, process, and skills.

S1. Understand the
meaning and role of
money in everyday life
S2. Assess the need to
hold cash
S3. Distinguish
between types of loans
and loan repayment
terms
S4. Distinguish types
of savings
S5. Link the interest
rate to the total cost

Competences

K1. Define the term
money and distinguish
between cash and
deposit money
K2. Explain liquidity
and identify the
challenges of financial
forms of investment
K3. Classify financial
assets according to the
degree of liquidity
K4. List the types of
loans and explain the
structure of the
repayment plan
K5. Define financial
instrument pyramid

Skills

Knowledge

LEARNING OUTCOMES
C1. Compile an
inventory of your own
financial assets
C2. Change the form
of assets according to
the degree of liquidity
C3. Make a
responsible loan
decision according to
needs
C4. Make a
responsible decision
about saving
C5. Make an
investment according
to financial instrument
pyramid
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15.1.3. Learning Unit 3 – Managing Credit
Aim
The aim for this course is to give the student knowledge and skills within the field of borrowing
money. That they understand the consequences of having a loan. That they gain knowledge of
different types of loan, repayment periods, purchase objectives, interest rates and how to manage
their debt.
Performance Criteria
The unit will contain written assignments to be handed in and online tests.

S1. The student
understands the
consequences of
having a loan
S2. The students
obtain the ability to
compare the different
loan type with each
other
S3. The student can
understand what
interest means
S4. The student can
demonstrate how to
manage dept

Competences

K1. The student has
the knowledge of why
we borrow money
K2. They gain
knowledge of different
types of loan
K3. The student has
the knowledge of what
interest is
K4. The student has
the knowledge of dept
and can list the
different
consequences when
you have debt

Skills

Knowledge

LEARNING OUTCOMES
C1. Students will be
able through an
analysis of the
consequences of a
loan to improve their
personal economy
C2. Students will be
able to understand and
explain the security
within a loan.
C3. Students will be
able to estimate the
cost within a loan
C4. Students will be
able to choose the
best possible way to
managing dept and
they will be able to
understand how a loan
can influence their life
in the future
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15.1.4. Learning Unit 4 - Financial Planning
Aim
Improving the quality and effectiveness of financial planning and building a recognition of the
importance and need for such planning by the public.
Performance Criteria
To demonstrate fundamental theoretical and practical knowledge in a broad range of financial
planning and related topics.
Familiarisation with basic financial planning principles, process, and skills.

S1. Use the relevant
literature and theory to
apply mathematical
methods or formulas
as appropriate
S2. Analyses and
integrates information
from a variety of
sources to arrive at
solutions
S3. Apply metrics to
compare the strengths
and weaknesses of
potential courses of
action
S4. Demonstrates
capacity to adapt
thinking and
behaviours for best
informed decisions
when faced with
incomplete or
inconsistent
information

Competences

K1. Basic
understanding of the
different financial
planning processes
and goal setting.
K2. Principles of
financial management,
savings, budgeting and
investment strategies;
K3. Extended
knowledge of
accounting, simple
balance sheet, cash
flow and the variety of
tools for analysing
budget
K4. Understanding the
issues related to asset
ownership and its
implications for
generating income

Skills

Knowledge

LEARNING OUTCOMES
C1. Understand and
collect the quantitative
and qualitative
information required to
develop a financial
plan
C2. Analyse potential
opportunities and
constraints and assess
information to develop
strategies
C3. Comply with legal
and accounting
framework to deal with
financial issues
relating to tax
planning
C4. Understand the
interrelationships
among the various
Financial Parameters
required to plan and
carry out a Financial
Solution
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15.1.5. Learning Unit 5 - Understanding Economy
Aim
Higher understanding of how the economy and the society are linked together and how people, by
their actions, will affect the society and the finance of the nation, as well as their own economic
situation.
Performance Criteria
To demonstrate fundamental theoretical and practical knowledge in a broad range of the nation's
economy and how all economical stakeholders are linked together.
Reports and tests on the subject.

S1. Use the relevant
knowledge to follow
and study the
economic situation in
countries and EU
S2. Analyses and
integrates information
from a variety of
sources to keep up
with the changes in
inflation, interest rates
and other economic
key facts
S3. Apply knowledge
in economics to
personal economic
situation
S4. Demonstrates
capacity to adapt
thinking and
behaviours for best
informed decisions
when faced with
incomplete or
inconsistent
information

Competences

K1. Basic
understanding of the
individual’s economical
role in the society
K2. Principles of
economics
K3. Extended
knowledge of the tax
system, banking
system, GDP and
income transfers
between population
groups
K4. Understanding the
economic system
within EU

Skills

Knowledge

LEARNING OUTCOMES
C1. Understand and
collect the quantitative
and qualitative
information required to
develop a financial
plan
C2. Analyse potential
opportunities and
constraints and assess
information to develop
strategies
C3. Understand how
ECB decisions and
economic legislation
affect personal
finances
C4. can choose the
best economic
alternatives and
financial alternatives
for both the society
and on a personal
level
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15.1.6. Learning Unit 6 – Mastering Investment
Aim
To enable students to understand the world of investments and to create their own investment
portfolio.
Performance Criteria
The ability to understand the concept of investing long term and creating a strategy that will result in
a well-diversified portfolio of instruments from different asset classes.

S1. Having the
technical skill to know
the characteristics
and differences
between the three
main asset classes
S2. Having the
business skill to think
long term and plan for
the future, and to
think strategically on
when to enter and exit
the market
S3. Having the
technical skill to
understand and make
the best use of
compounding and
keeping emotions
apart from decision
making

Competences

K1.Having the
knowledge to
understand investing
long term, the
difference between
asset classes and to
address the issue of
risk, return, and
diversification
K2. Knowledge on
asset performance and
risk terminology such
as Alpha, Beta,
Sharpe’s Ratio, equity
and bond performance
ratios, financial
reporting
K3.The different
strategies of investing
in equities, bonds and
real estate, when to
buy and sell, how to
build an investment
portfolio over time

Skills

Knowledge

LEARNING OUTCOMES
C1. Selfdiscipline to budget,
save, and accumulate
wealth over time
C2. Selfmanagement to
control emotions and
think long term
C3. Ability to take
advice and conduct
research in order to
be able to take the
decisions based on
the best information
available, and to
retain a balanced
exposure to the
markets and minimise
risk through
appropriate
diversification
strategies

External Resources
● IT equipment: computers, software, projector
● Office and/or stationary materials
● Handbook, Toolbox
● Media, Internet
● Access to the internet to carry out research, financial advisors, market accessibility, bank
accounts/ financial transaction mechanisms
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16. Glossary:
APP is a computer program or piece of software designed for a particular purpose that you can
download onto a mobile phone or other mobile device.
Animation is a method in which pictures are manipulated to appear as moving images.
Assessment of learning outcomes is the process of appraising knowledge, skills and/or
competences of an individual against predefined criteria (learning expectations, measurement of
learning outcomes). Assessment is typically followed by validation and certification.
Blended learning is an approach to education that combines online educational materials and
opportunities for interaction online with traditional place-based classroom methods. It requires the
physical presence of both teacher and student, with some elements of student control over time,
place, path, or pace.
Gamification is the application of game-design elements and game principles in non-game
contexts. It can also be defined as a set of activities and processes to solve problems by using or
applying the characteristics of game elements.
Self-assessment is the evaluation of oneself or one's actions, attitudes, or performance.
Self-correcting is something that corrects its own errors and weaknesses
Self-directed learning is an individual defines their own learning needs, goals, and approach
Skill is the ability to perform tasks and solve problems.
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17. ANNEX 1: Self-Assessment Tool
17.1.

EX ANTE SELF-ASSESSMENT: Unit A - Financial Budgeting

Reflect on how you will mark the following items before studying the unit
“Financial Budgeting”
Item

Rating

Do you understand why you should create a budget?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you know what steps to apply to create a budget?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you explain the difference between short-term and long-term planning?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to calculate net cash flow?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you classify expenditure and its sources?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time have you spent so far looking for resources to find out more about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation for your expected efforts and work on the unit “Financial Budgeting”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.2.

EX ANTE SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit B - Money Management

Reflect on how you will mark the following items before studying the unit
“Money Management”
Item

Rating

Can you distinguish between cash and deposit money?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you list the types of loans and explain the structure of the repayment plan?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to compile an inventory of your financial assets?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you list the different types of savings?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you make a responsible loan decision according to your needs?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time have you spent so far looking for resources to find out more about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation for your expected efforts and work on the unit “Money Management”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.3.

EX ANTE SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit C - Managing Credit

Reflect on how you will mark the following items before studying the unit
“Managing Credit”
Item

Rating

Can you explain reasons to borrow money?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you define interests?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you list different consequences of indebtedness?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you distinguish between different types of loan?

1 2 3 4 5

To what extent do you believe you are successful in managing your debt?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you estimate the cost within a loan?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time have you spent so far looking for resources to find out more about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation for your expected efforts and work on the unit “Managing Credit”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.4.

EX ANTE SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit D - Financial Planning

Reflect on how you will mark the following items before studying the unit
“Financial Planning”
Item

Rating

Do you understand the different financial planning processes?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to set goals about your financial future?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you define concepts of financial management, savings, budgeting, and investment strategies?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to apply a variety of tools for analysing budget?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you know how to collect the quantitative and qualitative information required to develop a financial plan?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time have you spent so far looking for resources to find out more about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation for your expected efforts and work on the unit “Financial Planning”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.5.

EX ANTE SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit E - Understanding Economy

Reflect on how you will mark the following items before studying the unit
“Understanding Economy”
Item

Rating

Can you define the principles of economics?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you explain the tax system, banking system, GDP and income transfers between population groups?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you have basic understanding of the economic situation in your country and the EU?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to apply the knowledge in economics to your personal economic situation?

1 2 3 4 5

To what extent do you think you are able to choose the best economic and financial alternatives for both the
society and on a personal level?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you understand how ECB decisions and economic legislation affect personal finances?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time have you spent so far looking for resources to find out more about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation for your expected efforts and work on the unit “Understanding Economy”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.6.

EX ANTE SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit F - Mastering Investment

Reflect on how you will mark the following items before studying the unit
“Mastering Investment”
Item

Rating

Do you understand investing long term and the difference between asset classes?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you explain the different strategies of investing in equities, bonds, and real estate?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to build an investment portfolio over time?

1 2 3 4 5

How would you rate your business skill to think long term and plan for the future, and to think strategically on
when to enter and exit the market?

1 2 3 4 5

To what extent do you have the self-discipline to budget, save, and accumulate wealth over time?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you understand the concept of diversification?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time have you spent so far looking for resources to find out more about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation for your expected efforts and work on the unit “Mastering Investment”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.7.

POST SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit A - Financial Budgeting

Reflect on how you will mark the following items after studying the unit
“Financial budgeting”
Item

Rating

Do you understand why you should create a budget?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you know what steps to apply to create a budget?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you explain the difference between short-term and long-term planning?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to calculate net cash flow?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you classify expenditure and its sources?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time did you spend researching about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation of your efforts and work on the unit “Financial Budgeting”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.8.

POST SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit B - Money Management

Reflect on how you will mark the following items after studying the unit
“Money Management”
Item

Rating

Can you distinguish between cash and deposit money?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you list the types of loans and explain the structure of the repayment plan?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to compile an inventory of your financial assets?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you list the different types of savings?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you make a responsible loan decision according to your needs?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you distinguish between cash and deposit money?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time did you spend researching about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation of your efforts and work on the unit “Money Management”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.9.

POST SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit C - Managing Credit

Reflect on how you will mark the following items after studying the unit
“Managing Credit”
Item

Rating

Can you explain reasons to borrow money?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you define interests?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you list different consequences of indebtedness?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you distinguish between different types of loan?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you know the strategies to apply to manage your debt?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time did you spend researching about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation of your efforts and work on the unit “Managing Credit”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.10. POST SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit D - Financial Planning
Reflect on how you will mark the following items after studying the unit
“Financial Planning”
Item

Rating

Do you understand the different financial planning processes?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to set goals about your financial future?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you define concepts of financial management, savings, budgeting, and investment strategies?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to apply a variety of tools for analysing budget?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you know how to collect the quantitative and qualitative information required to develop a financial plan?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you understand the different financial planning processes?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time did you spend researching about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation of your efforts and work on the unit “Financial Planning”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.11. POST SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit E - Understanding Economy
Reflect on how you will mark the following items after studying the unit
“Understanding Economy”
Item

Rating

Can you define the principles of economics?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you explain the tax system, banking system, GDP and income transfers between population groups?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you have basic understanding of the economic situation in your country and the EU?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to apply the knowledge in economics to your personal economic situation?

1 2 3 4 5

To what extent do you think you are able to choose the best economic and financial alternatives for both the
society and on a personal level?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you understand how ECB decisions and economic legislation affect personal finances?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time did you spend researching about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation of your efforts and work on the unit “Understanding Economy”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.12. POST SELF ASSESSMENT: Unit F - Mastering Investment
Reflect on how you will mark the following items after studying the unit
“Mastering Investment”
Item

Rating

Do you understand investing long term and the difference between asset classes?

1 2 3 4 5

Can you explain the different strategies of investing in equities, bonds, and real estate?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you able to build an investment portfolio over time?

1 2 3 4 5

How would you rate your business skill to think long term and plan for the future, and to think strategically on
when to enter and exit the market?
To what extent do you have the strategy to exercise self-discipline to budget, save, and accumulate wealth over
time?

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

Do you understand the concept of diversification?

1 2 3 4 5

How much time did you spend researching about the subject?

1 2 3 4 5

What is your global evaluation of your efforts and work on the unit “Mastering Investment”?

1 2 3 4 5

Ratings
1= Extremely low / Nothing/ Never / Bad
2 = Very low / Very little / Very insufficient

3 = Low / Little / Insufficient
4 = Quite a lot / Good / Sufficient

5 = A lot / Always / Very good
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17.13. Skills Card
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17.14. Contract
Contract between

1)

Partner A) name of the Project- Partner of
I DON’T KNOW in
____________(country),
__________________( address),
__________(phone),
_________(email)

2)

Partner B) and you as a learner:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Family name: _________________
First name:
Address:
Country:
Continent:
Email:
Mobil:

_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________

Target country you want to learn for: _______________

● Sign of the contract:
● Partner A)______________
● Partner B)_______________
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